
Reading Intervention (2nd Grade) - Week of Apr 20-24

Skill Directions

Phonics Sound Boxes Have students point to each phonics sound box and say the sound(s) the team of 
letters make. 

Nonsense Word Fluency
(Phonics Decoding)

Students need to point to each word and read it fluently. If the student struggles to 
accurately read the word, then prompt the student to identify the vowel sound prior 
to reading the whole word. 

Word Reading Fluency
Have students fluently read through these words for practice. These words are a 
combination of sight words and words they can decode using phonics skills. These 
are common words students see over and over in print.

Sentence Fluency Have students independently read the sentences daily until they can read them 
fluently. 

Fluency Passage

Research has shown that improved fluency supports comprehension of text and 
leads to better overall readers. Please have your student read this passage aloud 
daily. There is no need to time the student. The goal is not about reading the 
passage as fast as he/she can. The students need to strive to read the passage 
with accuracy, in phrases and with expression.  You can  pretend to be a 
newscaster while reading.  

Spelling 
Students will say the picture words, pound the number of syllables, finger stretch 
the sounds of each syllable and then write the words on paper, a whiteboard, in 
sand, in shaving cream, you choose!. 
Spelling Words: mask, foil, whale, crash, boat, smile, brush, chick



Phonics Sound Boxes



Nonsense Word Fluency
bas het sup cos mas

zim gom wem zab jep

gless flim visk blom bront

vope bork blace skut pume

swost plurm cloam sploy smight

jote sny brofe croil theem

shrep koap disty freg bize

smay vabe saun gnop smo



Word Reading  Fluency
around colors though heavy visit

bake dance built horse took

sign any enough threw choice

plenty science push marker wild

shout drench place room cloudy

worry loved sigh bread concert

thirty change cute laugh polite



Sentence Fluency
Jimmy and Nick enjoyed an afternoon swimming in 
the hotel pool.

Tammy and Amber spent the evening roasting 
marshmallows.

The door slammed on my hand and I screamed to the 
top of my lungs like a little baby.

My bandaid wasn’t sticky anymore so it fell off 
on the way to school. 

The principal had such a mean look on his face 
that all of the students were afraid of him. 

How did you know I was going to eat a peanut 
butter and strawberry sandwich for lunch?



Fluency Passage

Riding the Bus to School

I ride a big yellow bus to school. I stand on the corner of our 
street with my friends and we wait for the bus. My friend’s grandma 
waits with us. When it’s raining, she holds an umbrella to keep us 
dry. Sometimes when it’s cold she brings us hot chocolate.    
   I leave my house to walk to the bus stop after my parents go to 
work. I watch the clock so I know when to leave. Sometimes mom 
phones me from her office to remind me. Sometimes she can’t call, 
so I have to be sure to watch the time. 
   Our bus driver puts his flashing yellow lights on and then stops 
right next to us. When he has stopped he turns the red lights on so 
all the cars will stop. He makes sure we are all sitting down 
before he starts to go. He watches out for us very carefully. 
   My friends and I are the first ones to be picked up by the bus. 
We like to sit right behind the bus driver and watch while he picks 
up all the other kids. We know where everyone lives. By the time we 
get to our school, the bus is almost full. Sometimes the kids get 
noisy and the driver has to remind us to keep it down. He says 
their noise makes it hard for him to concentrate and drive safely. 
I am glad that our bus driver is so careful.



Spelling


